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ABSTRACT
The polarized orbital method of scattering theory 
and many of the common variations and approximations! 
of this approach are tested in a computation of the 
binding energy of the negative hydrogen ion, H*". It 
is found that if a trial wave function for H~ is con­
structed from a distorted atomic wave function in which 
the first order perturbed orbital is simply added to 
the undistorted atomic wave function, the result is 
a very poor approximation, (binding energy -0.0094 ry). 
However, if the trial wave function is modified as 
suggested by Drachman with the introduction of an 
additional independent function multiplying the 
perturbed orbital, the result is quite good, the 
binding energy being -0.0544 ry. For comparison, the . 
essentially exact value (due to Pekeris) is -0.0555 ry.
Several approximations of a non variational type 
are also considered. These included the following 
methods: adiabatic exchange-dipole, adiabatic exchange-
total, extended polarization, Temkin-Lamkin approach 
among others.
Drachman’s modification of the polarized orbital 
wave function is also used in conjunction with the 
Harris Variational method to determine low energy
vi
s-wave phase shifts for both singlet and triplet states 
in electron hydrogen scattering. Excellent agreement 
with the "exact" results of Schwartz is obtained.
vii
INTRODUCTION
The polarized orbital method and its variants have
furnished reasonably popular procedures in the study
of electron-atom scattering. Originally introduced by
Bethe,1 the polarized orbital method was revived in 1957 
2
by Temkin, and, in connection with a solid state problem, 
3
by Callaway. In numerous applications in scattering 
problems a varying degree of success "has been obtained.
The simplest approximations work rather well, but re­
finements may do more harm than good. Recently, the 
method has been criticised by Mittleman and Peacher^ as 
arbitrary and lacking in predictive ability. However, 
the possibility of using variational methods to remove 
arbitrary elements has not been adequately explored, 
and further investigation into the nature and merits of 
the polarized orbital method is desirable.
To this end, we have calculated the energy of the 
negative hydrogen ion, H~, using the polarized orbital 
method and many of the common approximations derived 
from it. The polarized orbital method can be formulated 
in a variational manner: that is the problem of cal­
culating the energy of H is stated as that of minimizing 
the expectation value of the Hamiltonian with a certain
trial function. The calculation is thus free of
1
arbitrariness, although this is not the case for some 
of the usual simplifications of the full polarized 
orbital method which are not derived from a variational 
principle. Since an improvement in the trial wave 
function must give a lower energy, closeness of approach 
to the known exact value for the energy of H~ serves as 
a reasonable criterion for the adequacy of the assumed 
wave function.
The conclusions are as follows: The conventional
definition of the polarized orbital wave function yields 
a very poor value of the binding energy of h”: -0.0094 ry, 
as compared with the presumably exact value of Pekeris: 
-0.055 ry. This is actually inferior to the result 
obtained in the static exchange approximation (or open 
shell-Hartree Fock): -0.0265 ry. The wave function of
the static exchange approximation does not attempt to 
include correlation effects explicitly. We also consider 
a modification of the polarized orbital method recently
g
proposed by Drachman, which will be described in detail 
below. This yields a binding energy of -0.0544 ry, 
which is rather good. Several approximations of a non- 
variational character are also considered. The best 
non-variational approximation, in the sense of giving the 
best energy of H~, is the adiabatic-exchange dipole 
approach. This incorporates the ordinary (Bethe) dipole 
component of the polarization potential in addition to 
the coulomb and undistorted exchange potentials. The
3
binding energy in this approximation is -0.0513 ry.
The rest of this dissertation is divided into two 
parts. Part I contains a description of the polarized 
orbital method and its variants, the details of cal­
culation of the binding energy of H~ based on the 
polarized orbital method and the conclusions about the 
merits of the method that follow from this calculation. 
Part II contains a description of the Harris variational, 
method for scattering calculation. This approach is 
used in conjunction with Drachman*s modification of the 
polarized orbital wave function and is applied to 
determine the low energy s-wave phase shifts for both the
singlet and triplet state in electron-hydrogen elastic
2scattering. Atomic units (h=l, m =1/2, e =2) are used 
throughout the course of this work.
PART I - BINDING ENERGY OF NEGATIVE HYDROGEN ION.
SECTION 1-1 
INTRODUCTION
In this part of the dissertation, the polarized
orbital method is defined and its usefulness tested by
applying it to the computation of the binding energy
of the negative hydrogen ion, H . We also consider
an earlier critique of the polarized orbital method ;
4
by Mittleman and Peacher. Section r-2 describes the 
polarized orbital method and its various approximations. 
The methods of calculations used in this work are 
described in Section 1-3. In Section 1-4, we briefly 
outline the approach of Mittleman and Peacher and make 
some comments on the validity of their criticisms.
The merits of the polarized orbital method and various 
conclusions that follow from our calculation of binding 
energy of H~ are given in Section 1-5.
5
SECTION 1-2 
THE POLARIZED ORBITAL METHOD
The essential idea of the polarized orbital method 
is that the distortion of an atom or an ion in the field 
of an external electron or positron must be included in 
a calculation of scattering, or of the binding energy 
of the additional particle. The method is not completely 
defined until a prescription for calculating the dis­
tortion is stated; and this is, that perturbation theory 
is to be used to obtain the correction to the atomic 
wave function due to the external particle, which is 
regarded as fixed. To be more specific, we specialize 
to the system of a neutral hydrogen atom plus an 
additional electron. Let the coordinates of these 
particles relative to the proton (whose mass is regarded 
as infinite) be denoted by 1 and 2. The assumed wave 
function for the system is
o.(l,a) =  = | [_u.(0 +- X C i , ±
[ u„(a) -f .XCa,o]<K>)^ ^  0 , A )
(1-2.1)
6
7In this equation uQ is the wave function for the 
Is state of the hydrogen atom: x(i#2) is the function
representing distortion of the atom by an external point 
charge fixed at coordinate 2, S(l,2) is a normalized 
two electron spin function for the singlet or triplet 
state, and the + or - sign is chosen in accord with the 
spin state to give an antisymmetric wave function. The 
H ion exists only in the singlet spin state, and our 
numerical results are restricted to this case. The 
function x(l»2) is obtained by solution of the differ-;, 
ential equation of first order perturbation theory
[H.CO - €|S]:xO,a) = C vc<a> - V0j5)] LUCl)
(1-2.2)
where Hq is the Hamiltonian for an undistorted hydrogen 
atom (energy e^s)r is the electrostatic potential 
of the atom (see Eq. (1-2.9b) below for a definition) 
and V(l,2) is the interaction potential defined by 
Eq. (1-2.6b). The function x d r 2) was obtained by
7
Dalgarno and Lynn. Their expression for x rather 
complicated as it is expressed in confocal elliptic 
coordinates. It is frequently more convenient to 
expand x i-n partial waves as follows
'X(!,a)= 2X DC.Ci.a) ?, (g* «*a)
J L  ■
(1-2.3)
8
in which 012 is the angle between the coordinates of the
two electrons. Expressions for the were obtained by
8 7Reeh. The function calculated by Dalgarno and Lynn
and its partial wave components are given in Appendix I.
We have also considered a case in which binding 
energy of H is calculated from a function of this type, 
(1-2.1) , however, using only the Jl=l, or dipole, com­
ponent of the perturbed orbital. This will be referred 
to as the polarized orbital-dipole method.
In a calculation of positron-hydrogen scattering, 
Drachman has proposed a. generalization of the polarized 
orbital wave function,® which can be stated as follows 
for the electron-hydrogen system:
^ [w.ec.> cfcO) + x(>,a) f (jo]  ±
j > 0Ca) «)>C0 +  XC^j O F ( 0 ]  j  S O ; 5 )
(1-2.4)
The introduction of an additional independent function 
P into Y clearly increases the flexibility of the wave 
function and should lead to an improvement in the binding 
energy of H and in scattering phase shifts. We will 
call this the modified polarized orbital method (MPO).
Two approaches exist for the determination of the 
energy of the system: (1) we may substitute the trial
Y(l,2) into the variational principle, vary cj> and F,
and obtain a pair of coupled integro-differential
equations. (2) Alternately, we may assume some expansion
of <{> and F in a set of known functions, and determine
the coefficients variationally. We contend that the use
of a variational principle frees the polarized orbital
method from the charge of arbitrariness in the sense
4
described by Mittleman and Peacher.
The use of standard variational methods, following 
approach (1), yields the equations
(1,-2.5a)
J ^ l O,a ) t i t ,  = o
(1-2.5b)
We write
H =- H0 CO ■+• H0
(3>2.6a)
where
10
and
H0CO WoCO = £,s U„CO ,
L = li ^  (1-2.6c)
The basic equations (1-2.5) can be written more ex­
plicitly, with the aid of (1-2.2), as follows:
£n„ta) + vc (a)-  e]  4>(a) ±  J" u* (4) £ f )s -  £ +
v (i,a)]4>0) = - Vj>00
+ f u . * c o [ e l s -  £  +  v ( i , a ) ]  y.(£,i) f (±) o k ,
+ J u .r ( i ) [ vcO) -  FO) dt, u 0is) ^  ^
and
| N C a > [ H 0( a > - -  v t>(a) +  Yste) +  W ( a )  +
VKrC^ )- v, ] F(a) + J ^ ()^)^.s-£ + v(u]* 
■xCa^ O P-CO °lt| ■+ J wo 0) Qvc(^ ) - V ( xC5j0» 
F(|) c^X, +  J  0C*ClJS ) [ >VcCi) -Y(i,3)] F(0 cU, 
- -  vf,(s) 4 >(a) ^  |  3CiF(iJa ^ £ € ls_ £  4 . Y0,3)]*
4>6) u 0(5) qp j u o*0) £ VcCa) - VO^i] *
i>0) cix.t ii0 (g.)
(1-2.8)
11
In Eqs. (1-2.7) and (1-2.8) the upper sign in 
each case refers to the singlet state, the lower to the 
triplet state. The other quantities are defined as 
follows:
JS
vc cs;> = j  | Uocol* v ( i,a ) ct-c,
Vj,(s) =  |  V ( i , a ) R o t o  o U ,
Wta) = j  x*0,a.) ( -  v / 3<0 >^) d t  
N(a) = J Ixo.a)!* ^
(1-2.9a)
(I.2.9b)
(1.2.9c)
(1-2.9d)
1
(1-2.9f)
(1-2.9g)
12
V N (&) _  V  N O )
* (1-2.9h)
Thus, e is the binding energy of the extra electron
in the case of H , V is the ordinary coulomb potential
of the static charge distribution. V is the usual
P
polarization potential containing all multipole com­
ponents, and is a third order polarization potential. 
The notation for these quantities differs slightly from 
that of Drachman. The remaining quantities; W, N, and 
Vn coincide with the definitions given by Drachman, 
who gives a table of their values.®
Also, we have the normalization integral (singlet 
state only)
1 1  =  J +-
+ [ J  u0(a) 4>(a)dc4]a +  a J u„(i) - x c a . i )  *
4>U) FCD cL xl, +  J o c ^ a )  F(3) *
(1-2.10)
If the polarized orbital wave function (1-2.1) is 
used in the variational method, a single equation is 
obtained
13
[uoto  +-:xo,a3 ] * [ h - .jO ^ Re ( (ja) otc,
(1-2.11)
-  O
t
This leads to the explicit form
| [ l +  N(a)] [n„ls)- £]+Vcte.) + Vj,(a.) + ,4(a)+ w(a)
+ V* (a) . vA ] 4>(a) = + | \J,S - t + V£u)
+ Vc (a) -  V0,a)]4>(i) cU, Ue U)
+ J [ u 0( i)+  * 0 A ) ] * [ / ls- £  + VO^-xftO+COJt, 
+ J ;x*Oj.a) [ els - e + vcci)] 4 . ( 1) d-c, uDcs)
+ J  u.* (1) [_ vc (a) -  vO j a\J d  (■Sj0 4>£0 ct-c,
(1-2.12)
Eq. (1-2.12) may be obtained by setting F=<}> in 
(1-2.7) and (1-2.8) and adding the results. The 
normalization may be obtained from (1-2.1) in a similar 
manner.
14
Jl ^ R 0 W,li< d r ' dxL* -  f [n -  N(a>] dti 
+  t J  U 0(a) cl’C-S) <^^a"]a +  ci3 f'-)
fa UoCl) X (5, 1) +  X 0,a) dn, cira
(1-2.13)
It is obvious that both the coupled pair of 
equations (1-2.7) and (1-2.8), and the single equation 
(1-2.11) of the more usual approach are quite complicated, 
and as a result, most authors who have used the polarized 
orbital method have made certain approximations in order 
to simplify their calculations. These approximations 
include dropping some or all of the exchange terms 
involving the distorted function x# an<a the neglect of 
some of the direct terms as well. Use of either Eqs. 
(1-2.7) and (1-2.3) or (1-2.12) will lead to a variational 
bound on the binding energy of h ” which is destroyed by 
most common approximations. It is desirable, in order 
to evaluate the utility of approximations, to compare 
their results both with the known exact answer and with 
the consequences of the variational problem which they 
are intended to approximate. We will now turn to a 
description of several approximations which have been 
employed.
15
The simplest approximation involves neglect of 
the perturbed function x in terms (both direct
This will be called the static exchange approximation
Our principal interest is in those methods which 
attempt to include some of the consequences of the 
distortion of the atom by the external particle. The 
simplest of these, the adiabatic exchange approach, 
includes.only the polarization potential in addition 
to those terms already in the static exchange equation 
(1-2.14). Even so, there are many possibilities: One
may use the full polarization potential (1-2.9c), which
7
was given by Dalgarno and Lynn. This will be called 
the adiabatic exchange-total (AET) method. Alternately, 
on substituting the potential (1-2.6b) into (1-2.9c) 
and expanding both | I ~ 1 and the perturbed orbital 
X in Legendre Polynomials (see (1-2.3)), we have
and exchange)• This leads to the relatively simple 
equation
[  H„ca> -  £ +  Vc CA)] (a)
»
(1-2.14)
(SE). It does yield a variational bound
16
where
V, „ — An
S L
— d-&.\
^ Z + \  1 (1-2.15b)
in which r < (rj^ ) is the lesser (greater) of r^ and r2- 
Because the perturbed function x is orthogonal to uQ ,
j  U0 cO x O ,a ) d-c, =  o (1-2.16)
the Z~0 (monopole) component of the polarization
potential falls off exponentially at large distances.
The dipole component (Jl=l) is the longest range component 
—4(r2 ) of the polarization potential; and many authors
have retained only this term. We call this the adiabatic
exchange—dipole (AED) approximation. The expression for
V , that we use was first given by Bethe. ^  An additional 
P/1
approximation is sometimes made in which one retains
only the "outer" part of the perturbed orbital: that
is, one imposes the condition that r2>r.^  in the cal-
2 3 9culation of x-i and V ,. ' ' This latter restriction 
1 P/1
leads to considerable complications in calculations if 
handled consistently, and makes relatively little
17
difference to the final results: we will not consideri
this in detail.
The AED approximation is surprisingly successful
in yielding reasonable values of scattering phase
shifts; consequently it has been employed by many
authors. For systems with relatively small polari-
zabilities it tends to underestimate slightly the
attractiveness of the effective potential (compare
Temkin and Lamkin10 with Schwartz11) however, when the
polarizability is large, too much attraction may be
present. An example of the latter case is the triplet
3 12metastable state of helium (2 S), whose dipole
3polarizability is 316 aQ. If the complete polarization
potential (AET) is employed, the results are much less
successful, as. the effective potential is now con-
13siderably too attractive. The difficulty has been 
attributed to the monopole (&=0) component of V^. 
Although this term decays exponentially at large 
distances from the atom, it is quite significant at 
small distances.
The excess attraction produced by the monopole 
component of the polarization potential is cancelled 
by the distortion potential, which introduction leads 
to the extended polarization method (EP).1  ^ In this 
approach, one drops the third order direct term V3 
and all of the contributions from the perturbed function 
X, to the exchange terms. All second order direct terms
18
are retained; however, a transformation can be found 
which removes N, VN and W, and replaces them with the 
distortion potential VQ, which is, for the case of 
hydrogen,
The EP method thus considers the equation (again for, 
the electron hydrogen system)
As a practical matter, this equation differs from 
that used in the AET approach only by the inclusion of 
the repulsive distortion potential VD - This term 
corrects the excess attraction obtained when the complete 
polarization potential alone is considered. Un­
fortunately, evidence from the present calculation 
and references 12 and 14 indicates that the correction 
may, in a practical sense, be too large: the effective
potential is too repulsive. In view of this, one may
(1-2.17)
[ n0(a) - e + Vc(a) +
= + j  U.?C<L)£6,S - e - v V ( i , a ) ]  4 - f o c l t ,  U.C.U)
(1-2.18)
19
ask whether matters would be improved by inclusion of 
the third order terms in (1-2.16). It is known that 
if the wave function for a system is given to first 
order in some perturbation, the expectation value of 
the Hamiltonian with this wave function will be correct 
through terms of third order in the perturbation.
We have therefore also investigated an approximation in 
which all terms on the left side of (1-2.12) are retained, 
but only the undistorted exchange is used. Unfortunately, 
this approximation is not an obvious improvement, as the 
additional terms are, on the average, repulsive.
A different scheme of approximation was proposed 
by Temkin and Lamkin. Their method involves the 
following: (1) Only the dipole component of the per­
turbation function is retained. (2) Project on the un­
perturbed orbital only (i.e., use (1-2.5a) with F=<f>) .
(3) Retain only the portion of the perturbed orbital 
Xi(ri*r2) in which r2 > Explicitly their distortion
function is given by
where
O if £1-2.19)
20
The equation solved may be obtained from (1-2.7) 
subject to these modifications. It is to be noted 
that the second step of this procedure destroys the 
ability of the method to give a variational bound to 
the energy of H (or to give stationary phase shifts). 
Alto, the wave function is not continuous at r^ = r2. 
Nonetheless , the method of Temkin and Lamkin has been 
found to yield good results for electron-hydrogen 
scattering,"^ and electron-helium scattering, although 
it is less successful in positron-hydjrogen scattering 
where it closely resembles the AED approximation.
Sloan modified the equation of Temkin and Lamkin 
by observing that there was a contribution from deriva­
tives of the step function e (r2-r^) which is introduced
9 —in accord with (3) above. In the present case of H ,*
the function is purely s type, so that these terms 
do not contribute. The equation of Temkin and Lamkin 
for spherically symmetric function 4>(r) is
£  H 0 Ea) -f" M l (a ) 4* ^
+  f U „ U ) [ _ e is-  £  +  VCl.a)] c K 1 * d-*! u e(3)
±  f u-oCd.) v ( i , a )  4>Ci) etc, =  o
(1-2.20)
21
where
Vt>, TJ. W  = [ |  «*K-aVj0 | ^ / + |  ^  +■
is the polarization potential in this approximation. 
Table I lists the variations and approximations of the 
general polarized orbital method discussed in this 
section. .
22
TABLE I
List of variations and approximate forms 
of the general polarized orbital method
Approximation Direct Terms 
Retained
Exchange Variational 
B.ound?
Static Exchange (SE) V undistorted yes
Adiabatic Exchange-.
Dipole (AED) V .V tc pi*
Adiabatic Exchange,
Total (AET) V ,Vc p
undistorted no
undistorted no
Extended Polarization 
(EP)
All Direct Terms 
(DT)
V .V ,N,W,V„ C r p r 9 ' N
All
undistorted no
undistorted no
Polarized Orbital 
(PO) All distorted yes
Polarized Orbital, 
Dipole (POD) components of distorted
above resulting components 
from from
yes
Temkin-Lamkin 
Approx. (TL) VvP,i(part) portion of distorted 
component 
from
no
Modified Polarized 
Orbital (MPO) All distorted yes
SECTION 1-3 
CALCULATIONS
Equation (1-2.12) and the simplified forms of it, 
resulting from various approximations of the full 
polarized orbital method were solved explicitly. The 
integral terms in equation (1-2.12) may be called the 
exchange terms; others, the direct terms. Most approxi­
mations involve only the undistorted exchange terms. 
Appendix I contains the explicit form of x and its partial 
wave components. The details for the calculation of 
direct and exchange terms are given in Appendix II. The 
method for solution of equation (1-2.12) used here is 
given in Appendix III.
The pair of coupled integral equations [(1-2.7) 
and (1-2.8)] are very difficult to solve. They were 
handled by the use of the linear variational method.
To test our computer programs and to confirm the results 
of the solution of full equation (1-2.12), the linear 
variational method was also applied to the solution of 
equation (1-2.12). For this purpose functions <t> and F 
were expressed as combinations of Slater orbitals:
c (1-3.1)
23
24
=  ^  k  - f e d )
L'
where
£ O )  =  p L _ \ L  < * } , [ -  *c < |
The functions are normalized, but not orthogonal.
The linear variational method enables us to arrive at 
the following set of coupled homogenous algebraic 
equations:
s 't) °-i +  ( H y s 'j) V ]  =  o  (1_ 3i4a)
d- > ,
and
1  [C 4  ' *  K - *  O  VI =  * (1-3.4b)
Here
= J uo0) £ (a) H []uo6 ) 
- J £C*>[Ho(jO+vfcta) -+ fi-Ca)
+  f Up £»,) Sits) |V0ja.) +  £  Ue(a):£C0* (I-3.5a)
ot3**, g*3->£
(1-3.2)
(1-3.3)
25
Hii * J*Uo0> & u> H ^
-  J* V^ Ca) t^V .^
d r J U p c o  ^ |S -j- v ’O j “®-)+' M (,c«9jQ ^ t * , )  <^^*1.
(1-3.5b)
H|> •= J ■X(i,S) $L(s) H [itti^ J^ Ca) + xCSjO *c>J|
= J £■ (a> £ W(a) -  M(aj -  Vf>(3.) +  V3 Ca; -t- N(»> HoW
+‘ V n  ii."] ^ O )
£ 0(0^) ;pL (2) -^ j(i) ^  ^ V4* €,s )^ DC *+
[ V c & ; - v O , a > ]  U o ( a > 5  +  DC 0 , 0  £ 0 0  £ C o  »  
3CC V,0 4- I VcCO - vc»^ >] M-oCO j J oft",
(1-3.5c)
Similarly
^  ” J  O )  d / W  ±
(1-3.5d)
£  £  KoW  ^ cl '/iTJ
± 
j
Sy a -fc j U.£|) f^ CO .OC(a,0 £ca> <*%■,
(1-3.5e)
26
0
Sij- = I N(a) fja) ^(a) «»v. ■
±  f 0C(5,0 fjO) d 3v, A \
J (I—3.5f)
The set of equations (1-3.4a) and (1-3.4b) were 
solved by matrix methods. They can be symbolically 
written as
H U . "  -e S U  (1-3.6)
where u denotes a vector consisting of coefficients a.•W 1
and b. when the trial function is (1-2.4), and a. aloneJ- A*
when (X-2.1) is used. H and S are the Hamiltonian and 
Overlap matrix elements on the basis of functions f^ and 
defined by equations (1-3.5a) through (1-3.5f). Most of 
our calculations employed five exponential functions and, 
for convenience, the same set of functions were used in 
the expansion of both <{> and F. Matrix elements and
clS.. were computed analytically, while others involving
J
the perturbed function x and the auxiliary functions of
equations (1-2.9c— 1-2.9h) were computed by numerical
integration. Exchange integrals were carried to 20aQ,
others to 40a .o
The exchange integrals involving the full Dalgarno- 
Lynn function for x are very complicated. So we employed 
the expansion of x i*1 spherical coordinates [equation 
(1-2.3)3 and retained the first three terms. This
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amounts to the inclusion of monopole, dipole, quadru- 
pole terms. For consistency, the quantities of equations 
(1-2.9) were computed in the same approximation. The 
differences with respect to the same quantities computed 
from the full Dalgarno-Lynn function are generally 
small. The agreement is excellent at both large and 
small r, since the dominant components in both regions 
have been included. The differences are largest at 
intermediate r. The only exception is the short range 
potential W whose long range values differ substantially 
in the two schemes. Table II lists the direct terms 
based on the Dalgarno and Lynn function. Drachman has 
presented a similar table for the direct terms required 
in the scattering of positrons from hydrogen. Table III 
lists the same quantities including their monopole, 
dipole and quadrupole components.
We have not attempted to optimise the choice of 
exponents in an extensive manner. Most of the cal­
culations employed five functions f^ in the expansions 
of <{> and F. Increase of the basis functions f^ to ten 
did not alter the binding energy at all. Also the 
results obtained when only four functions were considered 
differ from those involving five by only .003 ry.
4
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TABLE II 
Direct Terms Based on Full x
R -VP V3 N VN W
0.2 9.22(-1) 1.34 6.98(-1) 4.45 (-1) 3.88 .
0.5 6.96 9.23 (-1) 5.38 5.54 1.91
1.0 3.99 4.69 3.13 3.39 6.42(-1)
1.5 2.34 2.53 1,. 89 1.79 2.62
2.0 1.41 1.60 1.20 1.07 1.17
3.0 5.14(-2) 5.49(-2) 4.96 (-2) 4.41(-2) 2.28(-2)
4.0 1.95 1.75 2.06 1.77 3.96 (-3)
5.0 8.19 (-3) 5.76(-3) 9.12(-3) 7.04(-3) 6.43 (-4)
6.0 3.86 2.10 4.43 . 2.98 1.00
7.0 2.03* 8.74(-4) 2.36 1.38 1.53(-5)
8.0 1.17 4.14 1.37 7.00 (-4) 2.31 (-6)
9.0 7.18(-4) 2.17' 8.47 (-4) 3.83 3.43 (-7)
10.0 4.67 1.23 5.52 2.24 5.06(-8)
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TABLE III
Direct Terms Based on Monopole, 
Dipole and Quadrupole Components 
of x
R -VVP V3 N VN W
0.2 9.22 (-1) 1.34 6.98(-1) 4.45 (-1) 3.88
0.5 6.93 9.12(-1) 5.38 5.54 1.91
1.0 3.89 4.44 3.12 3.36 6.30(-1)
1.5 2.22 2.38 1.88 1.80 2.49
2.0 1.31 1.36 1 * 18 1.07 1.08
3.0 4.75 (-2) 4,44(-2) 4.83 (-2) 4.32(-2) 1,95(-2)
4.0 1.83 1.43 2.01 1.71 3.19(-3)
5.0 7.82 (-3) 4.88 (-3) 8.93 (-3) 6.83 (-3) 4.90{-4)
6.0 3.75 1.89 4.36 2.91 7.30(-5)
7.0 2.00 8.16(-4) 2.34 1.36 1.07
8.0 1.15 3.98 . 1.36 6.92(-4) 1.56(-6)
9.0 7.14(-4) 2.12 8.44 (-4) 3.81 2.26 (-7)
H O . o 4.65 1.22 5.51 2.23 3.26 (-8)
SECTION 1-4 
MITTLEMAN AND PEACHER’S ANALYSIS OF THE 
POLARIZED ORBITAL METHOD
A
Mittleman and Peacher have analyzed the polarized 
orbital method by taking the Temkin-Lamkin^ approxi­
mation as the definition of this method and considering 
it in the context of elastic scattering of electrons by 
a hydrogen atom in the singlet state.* The distortion 
function, in the Temkin-Lamkin approximation, is defined 
by (1-2.19) and the scattering equation is given by 
(1-2.20). The presence of the step function, e(r2“ir^ )#
in the distortion function ensures that there is ho
\i
distortion when the incident electron is inside the 
bound one. It is well known that the Temkin-Lamkin 
approximation is non-variational and that their total 
wave function is not continuous. Mittleman and Peacher 
point out these flaws. To make the wave function con­
tinuous, they suggest that the distortion function x 
defined by (1-2.19) in the Temkin-Lamkin scheme be 
replaced by:
£✓$.; -}~ U 0( A ) 1 ^ (1-4.1)
where g(r2 |r^) is a smooth arbitrary function which may
30
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be determined variationally. Equation (1-2.19) is a 
special case of (1-4.1) and it is asserted, by these 
authors, that if (1-2.19) is a good assumption, then 
(1-3.1) is better. The equation for the scattering 
electron is obtained variationally. The variation of
with respect to the function g finally results in the 
following equation for g:
s ,  g"cx) +  £ j  g'(*> +  B 5 9 W  +
+ fT §Y-3t) + IT %'(■*) +  C?M  *  £  = o  (I_4.3)
Here the primes on g indicate the derivatives with*
respect to their arguments and and I\ are complicated 
functions of x. Mittleman and Peacher do not solve 
this equation for the function g? instead they give 
various arguments which lead them to the following 
simple form of the function g:
with n and d as adjustable parameters. For d=l and n-*«>, 
the function g(r2 1 r^) becomes the step function e(r2-r^). 
Generally speaking, d controls the region in which the
(1-4.2)
(1-4.4)
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jump in g takes place and n the steepness of the jump.
This approach is variational and gives lower bounds
24to phase shifts. The biggest phase shifts were observed 
to be obtained with n=3 and d=2, but the phase shifts 
depend strongly upon the choice of the values of n and d.
We have two comments on the approach of Mittleman 
and Peacher. First, their definition of the polarized 
orbital method is very restricted and arbitrary. The 
distortion function should include not only the dipole 
component, but as far as possible all. multipole com­
ponents. Secondly, if only the dipole component of the 
distortion function is to be used in' the definition of
the polarised orbital method, a better procedure is to 
8take Reeh1s dipole component of the distortion function
*
which is continuous everywhere.
v
SECTION 1-5
RESULTS, CONCLUSIONS, AND DISCUSSIONS
The binding energy of H~, calculated according to 
the various approaches listed in Table I and discussed 
in the text, is presented in Table IV. The conclusions 
we draw from these results are as follows.
1. The polarized orbital wave function (1-2.1) 
is a very poor approximation for H~. It is actually 
a worse function than is obtained if correlation is 
neglected, and one uses the static exchange approximation.
This result may seem paradoxical at first because 
one feels that the addition of the perturbed wave function 
X to uQ should have given the total wave function in­
creased flexibility and so should yield a lower energy. 
Such a supposition is not correct, however, since a 
prescribed function has been added, and only the single 
function <p can be adjusted in either case.
2. If the polarized orbital wave function is 
modified as suggested by Drachman by the insertion of 
an additional independent function multiplying the 
perturbed orbital x(see equation (1-2.4)) a good approxi­
mation is obtained. The binding energy in this approxi­
mation -0.0544 ry, differs from the exact value by
approximately 2%. This function is thus better than a
33
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TABLE IV
Binding Energies of H in various approximations. See 
Table I for a list of the characteristics of the various 
approximations. All results (except the "best value"), 
have an uncertainty of about 1 or 2 in the last decimal
place given
Approximation Binding Energy (ry)
Static Exchange -0.0265
Adiabatic Exchange, Dipole -0.0513
Adiabatic Exchange, Total -0.0769
Extended Polarization -0.0295
All Direct Terms -0.0241
Polarized Orbital -0.0094
Polarized Orbital, Dipole -0.0273.
Temkin-Lamkin -0.0642
Modified Polarized Orbital
■ ■(
-0.0544
Best Value (Pekeris) -0.0555
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6 parameter Hylleras type wave function (which yields
e--0.0529 ry) but not so good as an 11 parameter Hylleras
17function (e=-0.0551)ry. The introduction of the 
additional function P into (1-2.4) evidently gives the 
wave function essential additional flexibility.
3. The best of the approximations of a non vari­
ational type considered is the adiabatic exchange-dipole 
(AED). The approximation of Temkin and Lamkin also 
yields a relatively good value of the energy. Quali­
tatively, these results are consistent with the rather
good scattering lengths for singlet e -H scattering which
X8these approximations produce. However, since these 
approaches are not variational in character, it is not 
possible to conclude that the wave function used is 
correspondingly good.
4. The other non-variational approaches studied:
AET, EP, and DT (see Table I) are less satisfactory; the 
errors being in the direction described in Section (1-2).
In the case of the extended polarization (EP) 
method, the present results show that the combination of 
polarization and distortion potentials is too strongly
i
repulsive at small distances. In problems less dependent 
on the inner region of the effective potential, and more 
sensitive to the behavior at large distances, such as the 
calculation of the low energy p-wave phase shifts for 
e~-H scattering, the EP method gives decidedly better 
results than either AED or the Temkin-Lamkin approximation.
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5. The poor results of the polarized orbital method 
appear to be associated with use of the perturbed orbital 
X in the inner region of the atom. This conclusion is 
not a new one;^ and in support of it, we observe that if 
a variational calculation is made using only the &=1 
component of x (polarized orbital-dipole), the resulting 
binding energy of -0.027 ry, although not particularly 
good in itself, is substantially better than that obtained 
when the monopole component of x is included. The ex­
change terms involving the monopole component of x appear 
to be responsible for the most serious difficulties.
The coefficients a^ and b^ (equations (1-3.1) and 
(1-3.2)) in the expansion of the functions <}> and F appear­
ing in equation (1-2.4) are given in Table V. The 
functions are so normalized that the total wave function, 
Yd (1,2) is normalized to unity. The functions <(> and F 
are shown in Figure 1 (curves I and XI, respectively) 
where they are compared with the function (J> from the wave 
function (1-2.1) (curve III). The ratio of F to <f> (II/I) 
becomes small in the interior of the atom, as the pre- 
ceeding argument suggests. On the other hand, F and 
become nearly equal at large distances, indicating that 
the wave function (1-2.1) treats atomic distortion 
correctly at large distances. However, the function c|> 
obtained directly using (1-1.1) is clearly much too 
extended, indicating that the magnitude of the binding 
energy so obtained is very low.
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TABLE V
Exponents (C.) and coefficients a. and b. appearing in the
expansions [Eqs. (1-3.1) and (1-3.2)1 of the functions tf>
and P
?i ai bi
0.23 0.237 0.131
0.35 0.173 1.145
0.50 0.706 -0.987
0.75 -0.420 0.246
1.4 . 0.140 0.007
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FIGURE I— RADIAL WAVE FUNCTIONS FOR THE NEGATIVE HYDROGEN 
ION.
Radial functions_ <j> ,and F [each multiplied by 
radius R in atomic units] from Eq. (1-2.4) are 
shown in curves I and II, respectively. Curve 
III presents the function <J> from Eq. (1-2.1) 
[also multiplied by R].
PART II
ELASTIC SCATTERING OF ELECTRONS 
BY HYDROGEN
SECTION II-l 
INTRODUCTION
From Part I, it is seen that the Modified Polarized
Orbital (MPO) method gives an excellent value of the
binding energy of negative hydrogen ion, H . In this
part, we shall apply the MPO method to determine the
s wave phase shifts for scattering of electrons from
hydrogen below the first excitation threshold. For this
purpose, one has to solve the set of equations (1-2.7)
and (1-2.8) with boundary conditions on <{> and F appropri-
ate to the scattering problem. Drachman has solved
these equations for the elastic scattering of positrons
from hydrogen. In the case of positron scattering from
a hydrogen atom, the exchange terms are absent from
equations (1-2.7) and (1-2.8); therefore they are easier
to solve than for the case of scattering of electrons
from hydrogen. We do not solve explicitly the pair of
equations (1-2.7) and (1-2.8). Instead we use the Harris
20Variational method. In Section (II-2), we review 'the 
Harris method as applied to potential scattering. The 
application to electron hydrogen scattering is given 
in Section II-3.
SECTION II-2 
REVIEW OF THE HARRIS VARIATIONAL METHOD
Consider a single channel process with Hamiltonian
H. Let 1i'1 (E) and ^  (E) be the regular and irregular 
continuum asymptotic solutions of H at energy E. The 
total wave function V may then be written as
0 +  ' (II-2,
Here t is the tangent of the phase shift and 0 is the 
internal function which may be expanded in short range
basis functions f .:1 ’1
The coefficients a^ are determined by projecting (H-E)0 
on the basis functions f^:
(II-2.2)
t
(II-2.3a)
or
:Tl I H  1 ^ y  — o j L s. 1^ ... oq
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(II-2.3b)
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One may write equations (II-2.3b) as a matrix equation:
H a = £ S a. (II-2.4)
Here H and S are the Hamiltonian and overlap matrices 
on the basis functions f^. One has to solve equation 
(II-2.4) to determine the eigenvalues E and the corre­
sponding eigenvector a. The Harris Variational methodA#
(II-2.4) and not at any pre-selected energies. This is 
not, however, a very serious drawback since by adjust-
context of standard variational procedures of Kohn and 
Hulthen. He has shown that at the eigenvalues character­
istic of the Harris method, the Hulthen phase shifts 
converge to the Harris values. The Kohn method converges 
to a slightly different limit. However, if 0 is a good 
representation of the internal region, the difference 
between Harris and Kohn phase shifts is extremely small.
gives the phase shifts only at eigenvalues of equation
ment of the basis functions f^, one can arrive at a good 
spectrum of energies. The phase shifts, t^, at any of 
the eigenvalue E of equation (II-2.4) is given by
<  e G ^ )  lO-i-oipJ ^
(II-2.5)
21Nesbet has analyzed the Harris method in the
SECTION II-3 
APPLICATION TO ELECTRON HYDROGEN SCATTERING
The formalism of the Harris Variational method 
can be easily adopted to deal with elastic scattering of 
electrons from an atom. For the scattering of electrons 
from a hydrogen atom, the wave function may be written4
as:
= [eO»s> +  +  s C ’j S )
(II-3.1)
Here S(l,2) is a normalized spin function. The functions 
0(1,2), ¥^(1,2) and ¥2 (1,2) are all either symmetric or 
antisymmetric under exchange of labels 1 and 2 depending 
upon the symmetry of the spin function S(l,2), so that 
the total wave function ¥(1,2) is antisymmetric. Also 
¥^ and are the asymptotic solutions of the problem 
and one can write:
O,*)=fe.[ug(0 KCa) + Uote) (ii-3.2)
I = \, 3
For the sake computational convenience, we take for 
s-waves:
k
(II-3.3a)
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q o )  *
The function (J>^ is the regular Bessel function jQ (kr^) 
and <{>2 is function which behaves asymptotically as the 
Newmann function nQ (kr^), and the presence of non-linear 
parameter fi in <j>2" ensures that it has the correct 
behavior near the origin.
To make use of MPO method, we construct the internal 
function 0 (1,2) in such a way that it has the same form 
as. equation (1-2.4) of Part I. However, <J> and P must 
be so chosen that they are quadratically integrable 
and 0(1,2) should have the correct form near the origin.
We write
For s wave scattering both the functions <f> and F should 
be constant near the origin, therefore we expand them 
in terms of Slater orbitals as given by equations (1-2.6) 
through (1-2.8). The eigenvalues E and the coefficients
a. and b. are found by the solution of matrix equation 
(1-3.6). The phase shifts at the appropriate eigenvalues 
E, CE=k + £. , are then determined from equation
(II-3.4)L-
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(II-2.5).
If 0 is a good "internal" function, the phase 
shifts should be reasonably independent of the choice of 
the value of 0. With five basis functions, the results 
were observed to depend somewhat on the choice of the
i
non-linear parameter 0. With ten basis functions,
however, which is the case for results reported here,
the phase shifts were found to be more stationary. In
Table VI, we list the behavior of phase shifts for two
energies when 0 was varied between 1.0 and 2.5. Table VII
contains a list of the phase shifts for some energies
below the first excitation threshold of hydrogen. We
also show our results in Figure II. In Figure II, we
22draw curves for static exchange phase shifts [which
do not include any polarization or distortion] and
23Schwartz1s phase shifts (which are essentially exact)
and plot our phase shifts for both singlet and triplet
s wave scattering. The agreement between our results
and those of Schwartz are seen to be excellent. Two
numerical comparisons are interesting: For k = .09925
(atomic units), we find a singlet phase shift 6q = 2.5515.
For k = 0.10, Schwartz obtains 6® = 2.553. For k = .2005,
twe find a triplet phase shift SQ =2.715, compared with 
Schwartz's result of 2.717 for k = 0.2.
The application of the Harris variational method 
to the s wave scattering of electrons from a hydrogen
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TABLE VI
Behavior of phase shifts with 
with variation of 3 for two energies
Electron energy for the singlet 
Electron energy for the triplet
0.32987 ry 
0.11122 ry
Singlet Phase 
Shifts 
[Radians]
Triplet Phase 
Shifts 
[Radians]
1.00
1.50 
2.00
2.50
1.0640
1.0639
1.0640 
1.0639
2.4285
2.4285
2.4284
2.4285
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TABLE VII
Electron Hydrogen s-wave phase shifts in Radians
K Singlet Phase K Triplet Phase
Shifts Shifts
0.0741 2.6958 0.0674 - 3.008
0.0993 2.5515 0.0878 ' 2.9625
0.1586 2.2481 0.1434 2.8423
0.2102 2.0185 0.1856 2.7481
0.2649 1.8088 0.2005 2.7150
0.3454 . 1.5525 0.2374 2.6344
0.3775 1.4642 0.3053 2.4871
0.4084 1.3884 0.3335 2.4285
0.5175 1.1589 0.3621 2.3687
.5743 1.0639 0.4625 2.1715
.6114 1.0103 0.5403 2.0326
.7498 0.8542 0.6711 1.8179
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FIGURE II---SINGLET [6®] AND. TRIPLET [6^] S WAVE PHASEo o
SHIFTS FOR SCATTERING OF ELECTRONS FROM 
HYDROGEN
The solid curves are drawn through the results 
of Schwartz;® our results are shown as crosses 
near these curves. The dashed curves represent 
  static exchange........ ..... .........  _
atom has revealed that the method is quite simple and 
elegant. The solution of the coupled pair of equations 
(1-2.7) and (1-2.8) for the scattering problem has been 
circumvented by the use of the Harris method. The 
simplicity of the method and corresponding savings on 
computer time (by the use of this method) make it really 
attractive for application to more complicated atoms.
But some important questions remain unanswered. It is 
not clear at present whether for higher partial waves, 
it is sufficient to include only the leading terms in 
the asymptotic regular and irregular solutions. An 
application of the method for p wave scattering of 
electrons from hydrogen reveals that the leading terms 
in the asymptotic solutions may not give the correct 
results. If that is indeed found to be the case, onei
may have to use full regular and irregular solutions 
and consequently more algebraic work. Another limitation 
of the method is that it does not produce phase shifts 
at arbitrary energies. In the problem studied here, the 
solution of equation (1-3.6) produces eigenvalues whose 
continuum starts at -1.0 ry. Most of the eigenvalues 
are either slightly above -1.0 ry or above -0.25 ry.
The "useful" eigenvalues, those that occur between 
-1.0 ry and -0.25 ry and are not too close to -1.0 ry, 
are very few; usually two or three. Therefore, one has 
to adjust the basis functions a few times to get a 
reasonable spectrum of eigenvalues and the corresponding
51
phase shifts.
In some situations where there may be a need to 
scan a rather narrow region of energy values to study the 
phase shifts, like that encountered in resonance phe­
nomenon, the Harris method is less useful. One can not
accurately determine the resonance energy and the width
25 27of resonance. Harris and Michels, and Nesbet have
20reicently generalized the original Harris method, such 
that these new approaches are applicable to both elastic 
and inelastic phenomenon and at arbitrary energies.
But the discussion of these procedures is beyond the 
scope of this work.
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APPENDIX I
This appendix contains the solution of equation 
(1-2.2). We shall describe Dalgarno and Lynn dis-
components [equation (1-2.3)] and its monopole, dipole
A. Dalgarno and Lynn's distortion function.
Dalgarno and Lynn solved equation (1-2.2) using 
confocal elliptical coordinates. In these coordinates, 
the external particle is regarded as a fixed charge at 
coordinate r^ and the confocal elliptical coordinates 
X and ]i are defined as:
*  -  l i i a .  ^  h
A.
Therefore we can write
7
tortion function which contains all the multipole
and quadrupole components first obtained by Reeh 8
(AI-2)
(AI-3)
The expression for the distortion function x(lr2) is
* .
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7then given by
(AI-4)
where
Here
/1 (% ) =  _l  [ i _ C4 > +  0  « j , c . a ( a I . 4b)
[ ^ ( / a -O] - A 1 (i-/^)
- (--S'!*) [°£i —  Ai (i +/t)J (M.4o)
is the exponential integral function. The exponential 
integral function may be evaluated by the method out­
lined in reference 19. The function wc(r2) is obtained 
in such a way that the perturbed orbital x(^r^) is 
orthogonal to the atomic function uQ (l). It is
and I
(AI-4d)
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straight-forward to show that
w c W  =  -  a .-a]
#3.
+  « « K - 8 *} [j- - <5, - > ( , * i  ) t T t *. *,}]
where y = 0.5772157... is Euler's Constant.
B. Partial Wave Components of the Distortion Function,
i
As indicated in Section (1-2) the distortion 
function may be expanded in partial waves:
2 K ( h £ )  - ^  f Ceo © i ^  (AI-5)
We may also write, for simplicity,
^*0 C^) (AI-6)
Below we list in condensed form Reeh's expressions for
f^ [&=0,-l,23. These f^'s are taken from LaBahn's 
25dissertation.
Jg - &*]>(- ^  ^  C^ c (£'*»)
+  p - a  e ^ f o j l  _  ^
<y
' (AI-7a)
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, 0  +  V  +  oFl(‘9va)
— € *  |? (  £  4 -  J _  < — -y j — A l  f  ^  )  J
-3v,
+ [ ' - % ! [ > < > / * . ) - * •  ^  - ^ ]
-4- Y, - f c C ^ )  (Al-7b)
where
JcCtO =
+  (1
Also
i W < l )  = 3i ^  ■«/»(-**)*
r _ 5 „ ,1 _ ^  2
L ^2 7? J 7 T  ~ 1 J  (AI-8a)
^  >  ■’£) = — g,. £ 1- Tt1’- *
r - ^ + % +a>  f i  <Ai- sb>
“ * £ 0 ; > < >  =  t°i3+ 4 ^ ’ + ^ + 3] e*cj»(-as>
-i-^j +
j, A  +  a i  2l _ 2Lx ?
^  Tf* ^ ‘ ^3 J “ 3 . * J (AI-9a)
^ K - ^ > [ 0 + - ^ ) ( > +  Ai-a?0 + r*-^r]
^ L \  t , /  C A I " 7 c )
To study the limiting forms of the direct terms,
one has to determine the short range and long range
behavior of the distortion function x* For this purpose
it is best to consider the partial waves of x* For a
fixed position r2 of the perturbing charge, the short
range behavior of X is almost entirely contained in
X . With r--*-0 Ao 2
On the other hand, the long range behavior is contained 
in higher multipoles of X. With r2-»-», using (AI-8a) 
and (AI-9a), we have
(AI-10)
(Al-lla)
and
[£ + Uo(a)
. (AI-llb)
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It can be shown, in general, that
I  & m + £ ] “ * > -
%  C £>,a) <A1_UO)
APPENDIX II
This appendix sketches how the direct and exchange 
terms required for the calculation of the binding energy 
of H~, and for the calculation of s-wave phase shifts 
in e-hydrogen scattering problem are calculated. The 
direct terms are to be calculated using either the full 
Dalgarno and Lynn function equation AI-4 or its partial 
components given by equations (AI-5) through-(AI-9b).
A. Evaluation of Direct Terms Based on full x*
Confocal elliptical coordinates given by equation 
{AI-1) are to be used:
In these coordinates, the volume element in the coordinate 
space of r^ is given by
^ v. =  f  L ^  <*11-1,
It is clear from equation (AI-1), that u varies from -1 
to +1 and X varies from 1 to 00 to span the entire 
coordinate space of r^* Therefore, in general
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-J' oC
J  f  ‘t y  =  Z  4 ?  f  d/A. f  C ^ - y U * ) *
c \ (AII-2)
The direct terras Vc , V^f V3, N are quite easy to obtain 
using equation (AII-2). The short range potential 
W(r2) is obtained as follows:
WC*) = Yp(->i) +  (  x  + i .  £  )  VN f r j  (AI1. 3)
VN (r2) is obtained by numerical differentiation. The 
distortion potential, VD (r2), occurring above and defined 
by equation (1-2.17) requires the evaluation of
(AII-4)
It is lengthy but straight forward to show that *.
Vj w 0 ;« | 5 r  [ 3 r /  0 - / A ) ] ' 1*
( > + o ( . - a o  {(>-,) ^  +(;«.') y s . -  ^  
+  0 - 0  6 +/*) +  0 - 0  ^  ^
(AII-5)
The static potential V may be obtained analyti-c
cally:
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Vc (-£) _  a  j-,_ e*)>c-a*o o + v o ] / ^ .
(AII-6)
Also an analytical expression for V is given by Dalgarno 
7
and Lynn:
^ C 4 )  = | S ’- C 4 * S + ^ , o )  !?(-£ r*l) *4* ( 4  ^ -h
+ sr) exj> ( - A ^ )  j- J r^
(T*V)aex/»(-.3iO (i+. e*j>£-a^ l) ^ O ? 0
+  ^ C ' V - O 3, ^ C ' ^ + O  *
JFt ( - a n . )  -  £ ( - > £ 4 0 * *
£~'^nr*0 C I 4  €& jot.- 3vzP^ (jtf 4 A 1* °k) (AII-7)
If the exponentially decreasing terms are ignored and 
the exponential integral functions are expanded in
7
series, then
Vf>K) — ■* -  3  X  t 3 '*  +  * '> ' (AII—8)
*=> (/+/)
We obtained the remaining direct terms by numerical 
integration and differentiation. The infinite integrals 
in equation (AII-2) were calculated using Gauss-Laguerre 
quadrative and the finite integrals over angles were 
obtained by the use of Gaussian quadrature
B. Evaluation of Direct and Exchange Terms based on 
Partial Wave expansion of x»
The direct and exchange terms required in the
solution of either equation (1-2.12) or the pair of
equations (1-2.7), and (1-2.8) were calculated by
numerical integration using Simpson's rule. Many of
14the direct terms may be obtained analytically, and/ 
.wherever feasible, analytical expressions for some of 
the direct terms were used.
The polarization potential V , 'the distortion 
potential VD , and the N function required for the 
normalization of the wave function may be written in 
terms of their partial wave components:
(AII-9a)
(AII-9b)
f=o
(AII-9c)
l = o
where
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and
Nit*) = ^  f iaUo it *? dv 
(ae+o i (AII-9g)
o
The function V^(2) is obtained by numerical differ­
entiation of N(2). Also W is given by equation (AII-3). 
The third order polarization potential involves inte­
gration over product of•three spherical harmonics and
i c  rr *S t r o n  Ktr
The exchange terms can be evaluated only numerically 
since the functions <f> and F are known only numerically.
The procedure for getting the exchange terms is exactly
C, Limiting Form of the Direct Terms
The physical understanding of the polarized orbital 
method is greatly enhanced by the knowledge of the 
limiting forms of direct terms. We follow the procedure 
used by Drachman. The short range behavior of x 
given by (AI-10) and the long range behavior of x is 
given by (AI-llc)• Then following the procedure outlined 
in (All-b), we arrive at the following limiting forms
is a 3-j symbol.
the same as is used above for calculating direct terms
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of direct terms. For r-»-0
Vc
— + A  - A r 33
VJ> - * — I — ii. y 1-. 3
V3 — > 3
A "
10 y. 
3
N
~~3* 
— ?
3
ifi.
£. v
3
V-
4  . **
-3 7 (All—11)
w  — > ^ [ 1- +  ■■■■
and for r**°°
W  — > 0 -
v . — >
-t
1 •
v r — *
_ ^  _ 
■Sy5"
— i d  +  -  .
'Y C
vV3 - * A 3  // y-s- + €£2~ +  M~rt
N A 3 + lei * . . .
8■ y<T (All—12)
A '3 
<5yjr
+ 3-?) +....
Ify?
APPENDIX III
This appendix describes the method of solution 
of the integro-differential eigenvalue equations.
The integro-differential eigenvalue equations
We need solutions which satisfy the boundary conditions
Since equation (AIII-1) is essentially homogeneous in 
P one may seek solutions satisfying (AIII-2) and once 
such a solution has been obtained, the normalization 
condition may be easily satisfied. In practice equation 
(AIII-1) may be written as
considered are of the general type:
= [ f M  - { \  + f S(V, * ' )  cL + '{(AIII-1)
(AIII-2)
and
(AIII-3)
(AIII-4)'
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To solve (AIII-4) one initially guesses the eigenvalue 
and a corresponding wave function proportional to 
exp [-/|e| rj. This guess is used to evaluate the term 
G(r). Numerov's procedure is then employed to integrate 
equation (AIII-4) outward from the origin and from a 
distant point inward. These solutions are carried to 
a matching point. A solution of equation (AIII-4) with 
[G(r)=03 is added to the inward solution, so that the 
inward solution at the matching point coincides with the 
outward solution.
The resulting wave function is a solution of 
equation (AIII-4) except at the matching point. Froese 
has given a correction formula for the eigenvalue based 
on the discrepancy at the matching point. A better 
approximation to the binding energy is obtained using 
this formula. The process is iterated till the inward 
and outward solutions at the matching points agree. The 
interactions are finally stopped when (a) the energy
_7
correction is less than 10 ry; and (b) the inward
homogenous solution being added is such that the ratio
of the homogenous to inhomogenous solution at the
— 6
matching point is less than 10 . We tested the stability
of our solutions by varying the matching points. A step 
of *04ao was used and the starting point for inward 
integration was taken to be 25aQ «
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APPENDIX IV
In this appendix, we list some of the computer 
programs used in this work. The calculations were per­
formed on an IBM 360 Model 65 Computer. The program "Main" 
together with its subprograms is used to solve equation 
(AIII-1) for various approximations of the polarized 
orbital method. The subroutines DTF and DT3 compute the 
direct terms defined by equations (1-2.9), based on the 
full Dalgarno-Lynn function and its first three multipole 
components respectively.
on
 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o
o
o • ••••■MAIN PROGRAM 000
 SOLVES EIGEN VALUE EQUATICNS OF THE TYPE ( A I I I - 1 )  001
•...•SUBPROGRAMS NEEDED' ?UEX, ROUND, SOLVE,FM 002
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H),REAL*8(0-Z) 003
DIMENS ION F 1( 6 26) ,P(  6 2 6 ) ,DT(6 2 6 ) , G D ( 6 2 6 ) , XH1626) ,XI( 6 2 6 ) , G ( 6 2 6 ) , Y( 004
1 1 1 0 ) , PK(626)  005
COMMON H 006
 FUNCTION V GIVES STATIC POTENTIAL. 007
V( P ) = - ( R + l . ) * 2 . * D E X P ( - 2 . * R ) / R  008
14 FORMAT (5X, 5D 18<> 8) 009
91 FORMAT( 5X,5D15 .6)  010
 H GIVES THE MESH SIZE. „ O i l
H*0.C‘4D0 012
H2=H*H 013
PK(1 )  =0.  014
GD(1 1 = 0 . DO 015
 MATCH GIVES THE POINT WHERE THE INWARD AND OUTWARD SOLUTIONS ARE 016
MATCHED. 017
MATC H=1C 1 018
E=- .26D-1 019
EL=DSQRT( - E ) 020
DO 2 J =2 ,626  021
X=DFLOAT(J-l )*H * 022
P( J)=2.*X*DEXP(-EL*X> 023
. . . . . T H E  ADDITIONAL °OTENTIAL TO BE ADDED TO THE STATIC POTENTIAL 024
MAY BE GENERATED FROM THE SUBROUTINE DT3 OR DTF 025
F l ( J )  = v m  026
PK(J)=?0*X*DEXP(-X) 027
GD(J)=0* 023
2 CONTINUE ' 029
P ( 1 ) = 1 .D-20 030
C . • . . . THIS HAS PROVIDED INITIAL ESTIMATES 031
NL=10 032
C . . . . . N L  SPECIFIES THE NUMBER OF THE ITERATIONS. 033 °
DO 15 NA=I, NL 034
o 
o
IF( E • GE e 0.  ) STOP 035
EL=DSQRT(-E) 036
P1=P(1> 037
P2 = P(2 ) 038
DP1=P(6 26 )  039
0P2=P(626)*DEXP(EL*HJ 040
CALL UEX(G,PK,P,MATCH,E) 041
DO 17 J = 2 ,62  6 042
17 DT(J) = F1(J )-E 043
DT ( 1 I=-P2*5C. /P1  044
CALL SOLVE ( P1 , P2 , DP 1 , DP2, MATCH,DT,G ,X l , O I )  045
. . . . G E T  THE INHOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION C46
. • .♦GET THE HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION 047
CALL SOLVE ( P I , P 2 , DP 1 , DP2, MATCH, DT,GD, XH, QH) 048
C GET THE ARRAY P PROPERLY MATCHED EXCEPT THE DERIVATIVE AT MATCH 049
CALL BOUND ( MATCH, X I ,XH, P, 0 1 , QH, BH, BI) 050
C. . . . .ENERGY CORRECTION 051
M1=MATCH-1 052
M2=MATCH*1 - 053
D018 N=M1,M2 054
18 Y(N)=l l .D0-H2*DT(N) /12 .DCl*P(N)  055
FMATCH=DT(MATCH) 056
DE=( (2*Y{MATCH)-Y(Ml)-Y(M2))/H2+FMATCH *PIMATCH» + (G lM2 J+G(Ml 1 +1C* 057
1 GI MATCH ) ) / 12*  !*H*P(MATCH)/(FM(P»PM • 058
Z A=6• 059
C ENERGY CORRECTION IS NOW SUPPRESSED BY AN ARBITRARRY FACTOR ZA. 060
DE=DE/ZA 061
E= E + DE 062
PT=FM(P,P) 063
WRITE ( 6 , 14)E,BH,8I ,PT,QH 064
15 CONTINUE 065
PRINT 9 1 , P 066
STOP 067
END 068
SUBROUTINE UEX( Y, PK, U,MATCH, E) 069
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H),PEAL*8(0-Z! 070
UEX COMPUTES UNDISTORTED EXCHANGE TERMS AND STORES THEM IN ARRAY Y 071
SUBPROGRAMS USEDjSOLVE AND FM 072
DI MENS ION YI6 2 6 ) ,PK(6 2 6 ) , U ( 6 2 6 ) , F 1 6 2 6 ) »G(626) 073
COMMON H 074
F(1 )=0  * DO ■ 075
G( 1) = 0 , DC 076
D01N=2 * 626 077
R-DFLOAT( N - 1 078
G(N)=UIN)/R 079
Y2=H*( 2.  DO*FM( PKfG)-PK(2)’f:U(2 ) /3»  DO) 080
YM=2.D0*FM(PK,U) 081
D02N=2» 626 082
F(N )=D«DC 083
G(N)=-2.D0*PKIN)*G(N) 084
CALL SOLVEIO.DO,Y2f YM,YMt MATCH,F,Gf Y,OS) 085
MAT1=MATCH+1 086
MAT2=MATCH-1 C87
A={QS+Y(MATCH)-Y(MAT1)-Y(MAT2)+H*H*(l.Dl*G(MATCH)+GIMAT2 )+G(MATl)) 088
/ 1 2 . D 0 J / I - H ) 089
D03N-2,MATCH 090
R=DFLOAT( N- l )*H 091
Y(N)=Y(N ) + A*R 092
Y(1)=C.DG 093
A=OS-Y (iMATCH I I 094
DO 4N=MAT1?626 095
Y ( N) =Y IN ) + A 096
ORT = - (  l.DC+E ) *FM(PK,U) 097
DO 5N= 2» 626 098
R=DFLOAT( N- l  )*H 099
Y(N)=(Y(N)/R+ORT)*PK(N) 100
RETURN 101
END 102
SUBPOUTINE BOUND ( MATCH, YI»YH, Pt QI ,QHtA, B) 103
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H)f REAL*8(0-Z) 104
DIMENSION YI ( 6 2 6 ) , Y H ( 6 2 6 ) , P ( 626) 105
COMMON H 106
\
C  MATCH HOMOGENEOUS SOLUTION 107
A=QH/YH(MATCH) 108
00 3 J=MATCH,626 109
3 YHtJ)=A*YH(J) 110
DO 9 J =1 f MATCH 111
9 PC J ) =Y I {J ) 112
C* * • • • NEW ESTIMATE OF ARRAY P 113
B=(QI-YI ( MATCH))/YH(MATCH) 114
DO 4 J =MATCH t 626' 115
4 PCJ) = YICJ)+B*YH(J) 116
RETURN 117
END 118
SUBROUTINE SOLVE ( P1 »P2, EP1 , E&2, MATCH, F,G, P,Q) 119
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H),REAL*8C0-Z) 120
 .............. METHOD IS USED TO COMPUTE INWARD AND CUTWARD SOLUTIONS 121
DIMENSION EC 6 2 6 ) ,G( 6 2 6 ) t PC 626) 122
COMMON H 123
PC1)=P1 124
P C 2) = P 2 125
PC 6 2 5 ) =EP2 126
P C 6 2 6)=E P1 127
H2-H*H 128
C« • • • » OUTWAR D SOLUTION IS GIVEN BY DO LOOP 5 129
DO 5 J= 3t MATCH . 130
5 P(J)=C 2 . 0 0 * P ( J - l ) - P C J - 2 ) + H 2 * ( 1 . D1*F( J - l ) * P ( J - 1 ) +P( J - 2 ) * F (J - 2 )+GCJ) 131
1 + G ( J - 2 ) + l . D l * G { J - l ) ) / 1 2 . D G ) / { l * D 0 - H 2 / 1 2 . D 0 * F ( J M  132
Q=PCMATCH) 133
L=MATCH-625 134
L=“ L 135
C...........INWARD SOLUTION IS GIVEN 3Y DO LOOP 6 136
00 6 K=1, L 137
J=K-62 5 138
J=-J • 139
6 P(J)=C 2,D0*?(  J+ l ) - P {J+ 2) + H 2* (  1. D1*F( J + 1 ) * P ( J + 1 ) +P( J + 2 >* F ( J+2) + GCJ ) 140
1 + G ( J + 2 ) + l . D l * G ( J + l ) ) / 1 2 , D C ) / ( l * D C - H 2 / l 2 . D 0 * F t J ) )  141
RETURN 142
143
144
145
146
147
148
149
150
151
152
153
154
155
156
157
158
159
160
161
162
163
164
165
166
167
168
169
170
171
172
173
174
175
176
177
178
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION FM{X,Y>
IMPL IC IT RE At*B( A-Hl , PEAL*8( O-Z)
. FM CALCULATES INFINITE INTEGRAL OF X*Y USING 5 POINT FORMULA 
DIMENSION X ( 6 2 6 ) , Y { 6 2 6 ) t F ( 6)
COMMON H
os=o.on
DR=H*1.736 11110 -2  
Ft 6 ) =C,DO 
00 I N - 6 , 6 2 6 , 5  
DO 2L=1,5  
M=N-L+1
F(L)=X(M)*Y(M)
5=DR*( 19,  DC * ( F ( 1 1+F(6)  )+75,D0^(FC2)  + Ff 5) )+ 5 0 , D0*(Ft 3) + Ft 4> ))
DS=DS+S
Ft 6 ) =F(1 )
FM=DS
RETURN
END
SUBROUTINE DT3tEN, VNt UV2*UV3,UV0, UWI 
.THIS SUBROUTINE COMPUTES THE DIRECT TEPMS BASED ON THE FIRST THREE
COMPONENTS OF THE DISTORTION FUNCTION.
.FUNCTIONS NEEDED FOR THIS SUBROUTINE: El AND El .
■FUNNCTIONS NEEDED FOR THIS SUBROUTINE: El AND El .
.THE DIRCT TERMS PRODUCED WILL BE IN THE FORM OF ARRAYS.
.  VP=UV2,V3=UV3,W=UW,N=EN,VD=UVD.
.THE STATEMENT FUNCTIONS DEFINE THE FIRST THREE MULTIPOLE COMPONENT 
. OF THE DISTORTION FUNCTION,
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H),REAL*8(0-Z)
LOGICAL LA,LBf LC,LD,LF,LG
DIMENS ION EN(630)  ,VN(6 3 0 ) rUV2(6 3 0 ) t UV3t6 3 0 ) , UVD( 6 3 0 ) ,SN (63G) .
2 DB2t501 ) ,DP.3t 5 0 1 1 ,DB4( 501) ,DB5(5C1 ) ,DR6(5C1 ) ,DB7(50U ,DB6(5C1) ,DB
3 9 ( 5 C 1 ) tDBLt 5 0 1 ) ,UW(63C) tDBl (5C1 )
.ZX=DEXP{-2**X)
• ZR=1 • / ZX 
. AD1=A1 (X )
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DO 98 1=2,501
LA=I.LF,LO
LB=I,LF.L1
LC=I.LE.L2
LD=I.LE.L3
LF-I .LF.L4
LG=I.LE.L5
IF( LA) X= f I - l o  )*H0
IF(IB.AND.4N0T,LA) X=l ,  +(I-LO)*HT
IF(LC.AMD*,NOT»LB) X=3. + U- L1 )* H 2
IF(LD,AND,«NOT,LC) X=9. +CI-L21*H3
IF(LF,  AND,,NOT#LD) X = 17. + ( I-L3 )*H4
IF(LG.AND,.NDT.LF) X=27.+{I -L4)*H5
X2=X*X
X3=X2*X
ZX=DEXP( -2**  X ) •
ZR=1./ZX 
EC2X=EC(2.*X »
DB1( I ) =B 1 ( X I 
082(I)=F 2(X )
DB3( I ) =B 3 1 X)
DB4 ! I ) =B 4( X )
DBS( I ) =B5{ X )
DB6(U =B6(X)
DB7U)=87(X)
DB8( I)=B8(X»
DB9t I ) =B9{X >
DBL( I ) =BL( XJ 
98 CONTINUE 
HST = ,0  400 
DO 7 1=2, 30 
EM=0,
VM=C,
VP=G.
V3=0,
VD0=0*
215
216
217
218
219
220 
221  
222
223
224
225
226
227
228
229
230
231
232
233
234
235
236
237
238
239
240
241
242
243
244
245
246
247
250
VD1=0. 251
VD2=0* 252
X=( 1 - 1 . ) *HST 253
X2=X*X 254
X3=X2*X 255
X4=X3*X 256
ZX=DEXP(- 2 . -X > 257
ZR=1./ZX 258
EC2X=EC(2**X> 259
DL2=OLOG(2*^X1 260
AX1=A1(X» 261
AD1=AX 1 262
AX2=A2( X} 263
AX3=A3(X) 264
AX4= A4( X) 265
AX5=A5{X ) 266
AX6=A6(X» 267
AX7=A7 t X ) 268
AXB = A3( X ) 269
C . . . . .D A X 1  THROUGH DAX8 GIVE DERIVATIVES OF AX1 THROUGH AX8. 270
DAX1 = ( - (H1+DL2)*(  2. *X2+2.*X+1.  ) / X 2 - 2 . * X+2.*2.  /X )*ZX-E1 ( 2 .  *X ) /X2 271
DAX2=-ZX*(2 .+2 . /XU. /X2)  272
DAX3=-DAX1+(1*-HI)*DAX2+IDL2-EC2X + X)tX2+11. +1.  / X)* ( 1 . /X-2.*EC2XI 273
DAX4=DAX2+1./X2 . 274
0AX 5=- ZX =Ml .+ l , /X) * ( l .  + l . / X  + l . / X 2 ) * 3 . / 2 .  275
DAX6=-DAX5-3./(  2.,*X3) 276
DAX7=-5. /4« *ZX#{ 9»/X4+19# /X3+16« / X2 + 8« /X + 2.  ) 277
D A X 8 = 5 . / 4 . * ( ( X + l . ) / X 3  * ( 3 . - 2 . *X-ZX*t2 , * X 2 + 4 . * X + 3 . ) » - ( 2 . / X 3 + 3 . / X 4 ) *  278
1 ( - 3 . +  3.=!=X-X2+ZX^(X243,^X + 3.  ) ) ) 279
DO 5 K=2,L,2 280
K1=K+1 281
DO 5 J =K »K1 282
SD=2. 283
IF(J.EQ.K) SD = 4. 284 'J
IF(J.LE.LO) GO TO 100 285
IF(J ,LE.L1)  GO TO 1 Cl ' 286
100
101
. 102
* 103
104
105
IFtJ .LE.L2)  GO TO 102 
IF{J*LE*L3> GQ TO 103 
IF (J .LE.L4)  GO TO 104 
IF(J.LE.L5> GO TO 1C5 
H=HO 
R=C J - l
IFt J«LT. LO) GO TO 106 
SD=1 *
H=HO +HT 
GO TO 1C6 
H=HT 
R=R + H
IFtJ.LT.  LI) GO TO 106 
SD=1 •
H=HT +H 2 
GO TO 1C6 
H=H2 
R=R + H
IF(J .LT.  L2) GO TO 106 
SD=1.
H=H2+H3 
GO TO 1C6 
H=H3 
R=R + H
IFtJ .LT.  L3) GO TO 106 
SD=1.
H=H3+H4 
GO TO 106 
H=H4 
R=R + H
IFtJ .LT.  L4) GO TO 106 
SD= 1 •
H=H4+H5 
GO TO 106 
H=H5 
R=R + H
287
288  
289 
29C
291
292
293
294
295
296
297
298
299
300
301 
30 2
303
304
305
306
307
308
309
310
311
312
313
314
315
316
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318
319
322
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UV2(I) =VP 359
UV3( I)=V3 + 2.0/X*EM 360
UVD(I)=VD 361
7 CONTINUE 362
' VN(11=0-00 363
SN( 1 )= 1. 0 1 / 3 ,  DO 364
SN(1) = —S N (1)  365
DHST=1./HST 366
NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF VN FOLLOWS 367
SNl2 ) = DHST * ( VN(1} / 3 . DO+VN( 2 ) /2.DO-VN(3} + VN( 4 ) / 6 , 00) 369
DO 47 J=3,  26 369
SN ( J ) =-DHST *(VN(J-2»-VN(J + 2) + 8.D0*(VN(J + l ) -VN(  J - i m / 1 2 ,  370
47 CONTINUE 371
DO 48 J=2» 26 372
X=(J-1,»*HST 373
UW(JI=UVD(JI+VN(Ji /X-SN(J) /2.  374
PRINT 4 9 , J ,X,UV2(JJ ,UV3(J)  , EN(J) tVN<J) , UW( J ) 375
48 CONTINUE 376
49 FORMATUX, 1 3 , 6 0 1 7 . 6 ,/) 377
STOP 378
END 379
SUBROUTINE DTF( EN, VN,V2, V3, VO,W) 380
>••••  DTL COMPUTES THE DIRECT TERMS BASED ON DALGARNO-LYNN FUNCTION 381
- • • • - the DIRCT TERMS PRODUCED WILL BE IN THE FORM OF 'ARRAYS. 382
. . . .  N = EN, VP = V2 ‘ 383
• FUNCTIONS NEEDED FOR THIS SUBROUTINE sEI AND El .  384
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H,0-Z» 385
DIMENSION B I 4 8 I , C ( 4 B ) , P ( 1 5 ) , W ( 15) , V2I 630) ,V 3 ( 6 3 0 » , EN(6 3 0 ) , VNI630)  386
1 .UW( 6 3 0 } » VD( 6 3 0 ) , SN(630 I 387
B U l ( Z ) - - l . # ( A + Q 3 / t l . - Z ,i '*2)*( ( l .  + ZI + (1- -Z 1 / 0 4 - 2 .  *DEXP(X* 388
1 Z ) / Q 5 )) 389
H=,04D0 390
OATA B / 9 . 0 3 2 5 50 6 14 4 92 3 63 1 ,0 ,0 32  516118713 86 8 8 , 0 . 0 3  24471637140642 ,  391
1 0 . 0 3 2 3 4 3 9 2 2 5 6 8 5 7 5 9 , 0 . 0 3 2 2 0 6 2 0 4 7 9 4C3 0 2 , 0 . 0 3 2 0 3 4 4 5 6 2 3 1 9 9 2 6 ,  392 g
2 0 .0 3 182 87 5  E8944,C. C315893307707271 , 0 . 0 3 1 3 1 6 4 2 5  5968613,  393
3 0 . 0 3 1 0 1 0 3 3 2 5 8 6 3 1 3 8 ,0 .  0306713761236691  , 0 . 0 3 0 2 9 9 9 1 5 4 2 0 8 2 7 5 ,  394
4 0 . 0 2 9 8 9 6 3 4 4 1 3 6 3 2 8 3 , 0 .O29461C899581679,O«O2899461415G5552 ,  395
5 C.G2R49741i0650853,C.  027970C07616&483,0 ,  0274129627260292 , 396
6 0 # 0 2 6 8 2 6 8 6 6 7 2 5 5 9 1 7 , 0 # 0 2 6 2 1 2 3 4 0 7 3 5 6 7 2 4 ,0 » 0 2 5 570C36005 34 93 ,  397
7 C . 024900633222 48 36 ,0 #0 2  42048417923646 ,0#  0234 83 39 80 3592 6 2 ,  398
8 0 . 0 2 2 7 3 7 0 6 9 6 5 3 3 2 9 3 , C#0 2 1 9 6 6 6 4 4 4 3 8 7 4 4 3 , 0 , 0 2 1 1 7 2  93 98921912 ,  399
9 0 . 0 2 0 3 5 6 7 9 7 1 5 4 3 3 3 3 , 0 . 0 1 9 5 1 9 0 8 1 1 4 0 1 4 5 , 0 . 0 1 8 6 6 0 6 7 9 6 2 7 4 1 1 4 ,  400
A 0 . 0 1 7  78 2 502 3160452 ,0 ,  C l 68854798642451 , 0 . 0 1 5 9 7 0 5 6  29025622,  401
B 0 . 0 1 5 0 3 8 7 2 1 0 2 6 9 9 4 9 , 0 . 0 1 4 0 9 1 4 1 7 7 2 3 1 4 8 ,  0 . C13128229566 961 5 ,  402
C 0 . 0 1 2 1 5 1 6 0 4 6 7 1 0 8 8 3 , 0 . 0 1 1 1 6 2 1 0 2 0  9 9 8 3 8 4 , 0 . 0 1 0 1 6 0  77053500 84 ,  403
D 0 . 0  0 9 1 4 8 6 7 1 2 3 0 7 8 3 3 , 0 . 0 0  81268 76925698 7 , 0 . 0 0 7 0 9 6 4 7 0 7 9 1 1 5 3 8 ,  404
E 0 . 0 0 6 0 5 8 5 4 5  50423 5 9 , 0 . 0 0 5 0 1 4 2 0 2 7 4 2 9 2 7 5 , 0 . 0 0  39 6455 43 3 844 46 ,  405
F 0 . 0 0 2 9 1 0 7 3 1 8 1 7 9 3 5 , 0 . 0 0 1 8 5 3 9 6 0 7 8 8 9 4 6 9 , 0 . 0 0 0 7 9 6 7 9 2 0 6 5 5 5 2 /  406
OATA C / C . 0 1 6 2 7 6 7 4 4 9 4 9 6 0 2 9 , C.0 4 8 8 1 2 9 8 5 136C497,G.08129749 54644255 ,  4C7
1 0 . 1 1 3 6 9 5 8 5 0 1 1 0 6 6 5 9 , 0 . 1 4 5 9 7 3 7 1 4 6 5 4 8 9 6 9 , 0 . 1 7 8 0 9 6 8 8 2 3 6 7 6 1 8 6 ,  408
2 0 . 2 1 0 0 3 1 3 1 0 4 6 0 5 6 7 2 , 0 . 2 4 1 7 4 3 1 5 6 1 6 3 8 4 , 0 . 2 7 3 1 9 8 8 1 2 5 9 1 0 4 9 1 ,  409
3 0 . 3 0 4  364 9 44 3 54 4 9 64 ,0 .3 3 52 0 85 2 28 9 26 2  5 4 , 0 . 3 6 5 6 9 6  8614723136 ,  410
4 0 .3 9 5 7 9 7 6 4 9 6 2 8 9 0 8 6 , 0 . 4 2 5 4 7 8 9 8 8 4 0 7 3 3 0 0 5 , 0 . 4 5 4 7 0 9 4 2 2 1 6 7 7 4 3 ,  411
5 0 .4 8 3 4 5 7 9 7 3 9 2 0 5 9 6 3 , 0 . 5 1 1 6 9 4 1 7 7 1 5 4 6 6 7 6 , 0 . 5 3 9 3 8 8 1 0 8 3 2 4 3 5 7 4 ,  412
6 0 . 5 6 6 5 1 0 4 1 8 5 6 1 3 9 7 1 , 0 . 5 9 3 0 3 2 3  6 4 7 7 7 5 7 2 ,0 .6 1 8 9 2  584012 54685 ,  413
7 0 . 644 1634037849671  , 0 . 6 6 8 7 1 831C0 4 3 9 1 6 1 ,0 .  692 5645366421715 ,  414
8 0 . 7 1 5 6 7 6 8 1 2 3 4 8 9 6 7 6 , 0 . 7 3 8 0 3 0 6 4 3 7 4 4 4 0 0 1 , 0 . 7 5 9 6 0 2 3 4 1 1 7 6 6 4 7 4 ,  415
9 0 .7 8 0 3 6 9 0 4 3 8 6 7 4 3 3 2 , 0 . 8 0 0 3 0 8 7 4 4 1 3 9 1 4 0 8 , 0 . 8 1 9 4 0 0  3107379316 ,  416
A 0 . 8 3 7 6 2 3 5 1 1 2 2 8 1 8 7 1 , 0 . 8 5 4 9 5 9 0 3 3 4 3 4 6 0 1 4 , 0 .8713385C59G92965 ,  417
B 0 . 8 8 6  894 5 1 74 0 24 2 04 ,C. 9 0 1 4 6 0 6 3 5 3 1 58 5 23 ,0 .9 1 50 7 14 2 31 2 08  99 ,  418
C 0 . 92 771 24567223C86 ,C .  9 3 9 3 7 0 3 3 9 7 5 2 7 5 5 2 ,0 .9 5 0 0 3 2 7 1 7 7 8 4 4 3 7 6 ,  419
D 0 . 9 5 9 6 8 8 2 9 1 4 4 8 7 4 2 5 , 0 . 9 6 8 3 2 6 8 2 8 4 6 3 2 6 4 2 , 0 . 9 7 5 9 3 9 1 7 4 5 8 5 1 3 6 4 ,  420
E 0 . 9  82 5 1 7 2 6 3 5 63 0 14 6 ,0 .9 8  80541263 2 9623 7 , 0 . 9 9 2  543 90 03 237626 ,  421
F 0 . 9 9 5 9 8 1 8 4 2 9 8 7 2 0 9 2 , 0 . 9 9 8 3 6 4 3 7 5 8 6 3 1 8 1 6 , 0 . 9 9 9 6 8 9 5 0 3 8 8 3 2 3 0 7 /  422
DATA D/2 .  1823488594D-1 ,3 .4 221 01 779 23 D-1  , 2 ,  6302 75 779 42D-1 , 423
1 1 . 2 6 4 2 5 8 1 8 1 0 6 0 - 1 , 4 . 0 2 0 6 8 6 4 9 2 1 0 - 2 , 8 . 5 6 3 8 7 7 8 0 3 6 1 D-3 , 424
2 1 . 2 1 2 4 3 6 1 4 7 2 1 0 - 3 , 1 . 1 1 6 7 4 3 9 2 3 4 4 0 - 4 , 6 , 4 5 9 9 2 6 7 6 2 0 2 0 - 6 ,  425
3 2 . 226 31 69C71D-7 ,4 , 2 2 7 4 3 0 3 8 4 9 8 D -9 , 3 . 9 2 1 8 9 7 2 6 7 0 4 0 - 1 1 ,  426
4 1 .4 56 51 5264C70-13 ,  1. 483C2705111D-16 , 1 . 6C059490621D-20/  427
DATA W/9, ;-g3 3 0 7 8 1 2 0 1 7 , 0 . 4 9 2 6 9 1 7 4 0 3 0 2 , 1 , 2 1 5 5 9 5 4 1 2C71 ,  428 co
1 2 . 2 6 9 9 4 9 5 2 6 2 0 4 , 3 . 6 6 7 6 2 2 7 2 1 7 5 1 , 5 . 4 2 5 3 3 6 6 2 7 4 1 4 ,  429 H
2 7 . 5 6 5 9 1 6 2 2 6 6 1 3 , 1 0 . 1 2 0 2 2 8 5 6 8 0 1 9 , 1 3 . 1 3 0 2 8 2 4 8 2 1 7 6 ,  430
3 1 6 , 6 5 4 4 0 7 7 0 8 3 3 , 2 0 . 7 7 6 4 7 8 8 9 9 4 4 9 , 2 5 . 6 2 3 8 9 4 2 2 6 7 2 9 ,  431
4 3 1 , 4 0 7 5 1 9 1 6 9 7 5 4 , 3 8 , 5 3 0 6  533064 8 6 , 4 8 . 0 2 6 0  8 5572686 /  432
Q1=DL0G{2 , 0 0 )  433 .
DO 1C- IP= 2, 630 434
X=DFL0AT(IP-1)*0,G4DC 435
0 2 = - E l ( 2 . * X )  436
Q3=l ,  + 1 . /X 437
Q5=0EXP(X} 438
Q4=Q 5^*2 439
A = ( ( X + 1 . I / Q 4 - 1 . J / 2 .  440
C2=03 441
GX=2. /X**2*( Q2-Ql+(-X**3+ X**2+X-( 2 , *X**2+2,*X+1. J* (DL0G(X)+G, 5772 442
1 15665 I ) /GM 443
C3=-A*Q3-( 1, +2.*A/X )*tGl-Q4*Q2) - 444
C4=-A*(Q3**2 + 1 . /X*=*2»- (1 .  + 2.*A/X »* (Q3*Q1+1»/X+(2 .  -Q3) *Q4*Q2J 445
C5=0 ■ 446
C6=0• 447
C7=C• 4 4 g
C8=C• 449
C9=0. 450
EK=0, 451
E2=0. 452
E3~0,  453
E4=0• ' 454
E5=0* 455
E6=0* 456
E7=G. 457
E8=C* 458
E9=0, 459
E11=C. 460
E13=0.  461
E14=0. 462
E15=0. 463
* THE INFINITE INTEGRALS ARE CALCULATED BY THE DO LOOP 31 USING 464 oo
GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE WITH 15 POINTS, 465 M
DO 31 J = l ,  15 466
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D8=C. 503
D9=0« 504
F1=G» 505
F2=C• 506
F3=0• 507
F4=0• 508
F5=C• . 509
F6=G. 510
F7=0.  511
F8=C. 512
F9=C. 513
F11=0# 514
F13=C. 515
F14=0.  516
F15=G» 517
THE FINITE INTEGRALS ARE CALCULATED BY THE DO LOOP 32 USING 5'l8
GAUSSIAN QUADRATURE WITH 96 POINTS. 519
DO 32 1=1,43 520
CC=C(I) 521
BB=B(I)  522
FS=OEXP(-X*CC) 523
E1P =E 1(X *( l . - C C) ) +D LOG( l . -CC)  524.
E1N=E1(X*(1,+CCI) +DLOG(l.+CC) 525
EIP={EI{X*( l .+CC) )-DLOG( l .+CC) ) / 0 4  . 526
EIN={EI (X*( l . -CC) ) -DLOG(1*-CC1 ) / 0 4  527
RR1=-A*CC+Q3*{E1P+EIP) 528
RR2=+A*CC+Q3*(E1N+EIN) 529
R1=F S^RR1 530
R2=RR2/FS - 531
R3=R1*RP1 532
R4=R2*PP2 533
R5=R1 + R 2 534
R6=R 1-R2 535
R7=R3+R4 536 ®
R8=P 3-R4 537
D3=D3+ EB*5 5 538
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U3={C9-2,*GC*C6+C5*GC**2) *Dl + 2 . * IC6-GC*C5) *D3+C5*D7 575
U4=D5* (C7-2.  *GOC3+GC**2»+2.*(C3-GC l*D6+D9 576
EM=X**2*(U3-U4»*0.25DC/Q5 577
T3=X*{U1+U2)/Q5 578
W1*D1*(E11+2«*E14J+D2*(2 .*F13-2 i*E15) -D5*(E9+2 .*E14)+2 .*C2*(F13-F1  579
1 5 ) + C 5 * { F 9 - 2 . * F 1 4 ) + 2 . * F 1 4 - F 1 1  580
W1=W1+X*(EK*F6 + E2’M F7+F5-F7»-E3*F6-E4*F5+E5*<F4-F2-X*F7)+E6*{F3-F1 581
1 )+X*E7*F5)*2.  582
Wl=Wl/(4.*w5> 583
VP=X*{(C4-Q3*GC)*D1 + t C3-GC)*02+03 *D3+D4)/Q5 584
V2( IPI=VP 585
V3( IP > =T 3 586
EN(IP)=EM 587
V0(IP)=W1 588
10 CONTINUE 589
C NUMFRICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF EN FOLLOWS 590
EN 11) = *7 5D0 ' 591
VN(1 ) = 0« 00 592
V N ( 2 I = ( E N ( l l / 3 . + E N ( 2 ) / 2 . - E N ( 3 ) + E N ( 4 ) / 6 . I / H  593
DO 33 J=3,  28 594
33 VN{J)=- (EN(J-21-ENCJ+2) + 8 . * ( EN(J+ 1 ) -EN( J - l U ) / l l 2 . * H >  595
C NUMERICAL DIFFERENTIATION OF VN FOLLOWS 596
S N ( l ) = - l . / 3 .  597
S N I 2 ) = I V N ( l ) / 3 , + V N t 2 » / 2 . - V N ( 3 ) + V N I 4 ) / 6 . I / H  . 598
DO 34 J = 3» 626 599
R = ( J - l * ) *H ’ 600
SN(J» = - ( V N ( J - 2 ) - V N t J + 2 ) + 8 . * ( V N ( J + 1 ) - V N ( J - 1 M  ) / ( 1 2 . * H I  601
UW(J)=VD{J)+VN(J) / R- SN IJ J / 2 .  602
34 CONTINUE 603
UW( 2 ) = VD ( 2 ) + VN( 2 ) / H- S N £ 2 ) / 2 .  604
DO 35 J = 2* 626 605
DO 35 J=2t  26 606
X = ( J - l . ) * . C4D0 607
35 PRINT 1 3 6 t J ,X ,V 2 (J ! t V 3 ( J l , E N ( J ) , V N ( J ) ,U W ( J >  608
136 FORMAT( I 1 0 T1P6D15.6)  609
3
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ElvX)  
C* EXPONENT I AL INTEGRAL FUNCTION El 
IMPLIC IT PEAL*8(A-HITPEAL*8 t 0 - Z) 
IFIX .LT, 2 0 . )  GO TO II  
IF<X .GE. 2 G . > GO TO 12
11 SUM= X 
TERM=X 
0NUM=1*GDO
25 TERM=X*TERM*DNUM/(DNUM+ 1. 1**2 
SUM= SUM+T ERM
IF (TERM ,LT. 1* OD-17) GO TO 24 
. DNUM=0NUM+1.ODD 
GO TO 25 
24 EI=0.577215665+DLOG(X)+SUM
RETURN
12 J=X-1.
SUM= la /X 
TERM=1./X 
DO 26 1= 2?J 
DNUM=I
term=term* dnum/ x
26 SUM=SUM+TERM
EI = ( S U M+ 1 * ) /X*DEXP(X)
RETURN
END
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION E1(S)
C.  . < «i E1 ( 5 ) = -  E K - S I  FOR POSITIVE S 
IMPLICIT REAL*8(A-H) ,PEAL*8(0-Z> 
DIMENSION All  5 ) , A2(4 ) , B 1 (4)
Alt 1 1 = 0.  99999193  
All  2 )=-C.24991C55  
All  31 = 0 . 0 55 19 96 8  
Alt 4)=-C.?C976C04  
A l ( 5 ) = 0 . 09107857  
A2( 11=8.6347608925
FOR POSITIVE X
611
612
613
614
615
616
617
618
619
620 
621 
622
623
624
625
626
627
628
629
630
631
6 3 2
633  
' 6 3 4
635
636
637
638
639
640
641
642
643
644
645
646
co
-J
A 2 ( 2 >=18,0590169730 647
A 2 ( 3 1=8,5733287401 648
A2 ( 4 ) = 1* COC 649
Bi t1>=21 .099653C827  650
B l t 2 ) = 2 5 , 6329561486 651
B l ( 3 )  = 9 . 5733223454 652
B1(4 )= 1# ODO 653
IF (S -  1. ) 1 2 , 1 3 ,  13 654
12 E1 = C-.0D0 655
DO 11 1=1 ,5  656
11 El = A i m * S * * I  + El 657
El=El-0 .57721566-DLOGtS)  658
GO TO 28 659
13 TNUM=0*0D0 660
DO 26 1=1 ,4  661
26 TNUM*TNUM+A2(I)*S**I ' 662
DENOM=C• ODO 663
DO 27 1=1,4  664
27 DEN0M=DEN0M+B1(I)*S**I 665
E1= ( TNIIM + C* 26 77737343 ) /  ( ( DENOM+3* 95 84969228)  ^S^DEXP t S ) ) ' 666
28 RETURN 667
END 668
to
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